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Matter 23 
 
M23. Would Policy H4 provide a justified and effective approach to encouraging meanwhile 
uses of sites for housing? In particular: 
 
a) Would it make an effective contribution to meeting the London wide housing 

need? Would it be likely to impact on the provision of permanent homes? In the 
absence of a time frame for meanwhile uses, would it be effective? How would it 
ensure the provision of homes that provide good living conditions for occupiers? 

 
The Assembly fully supports the objectives of policy H4 that aligns with the Mayor’s strategic 
objective of making the best use of London’s land. 
 
The Assembly suggests that Policy H4 should be amended to explicitly refer to the suitability 

of offsite manufactured (OSM) housing for meanwhile use sites for housing1. We argue that 

there are many potential housing sites in London that are not delivering the new homes the 

capital e ui es. Ofte  these sites a e te po a ily stalled  th ough fu di g p o le s o  
have been earmarked for development as part of a wider regeneration strategy that is 

phased over many years. The Planning Committee has highlighted that OSM enables these 

sites to be used almost immediately2.  

 

The Pla i g Co ittee s 7 epo t Designed, sealed, delivered: The contribution of 

offsite a ufactured ho es to solvi g Lo do ’s housi g crisis highlights that the benefits of 

OSM homes extend far beyond their ability to deliver housing quickly. The use of modern 

construction methods ensures that OSM homes are high quality and energy efficient and so 

provide good living conditions for occupiers3. 

 

The last 50 years have seen tremendous advances in the quality and performance of OSM 

housi g. Today s ho es a e u e og isa le f o  those p efa s  that a e e edded i  the 
memory of many.  

                                                 
1 London Assembly Planning Committee (2018) London Plan consultation response 
2 London Assembly Planning Committee (2018) London Plan consultation response 
3 London Assembly Planning Committee (2017) Designed, sealed, delivered: The contribution of offsite 

a ufa tu ed ho es to sol i g Lo do s housi g isis  



OSM offers a route to delivering homes that can be built to higher sustainability standards, 

with potential advantages in terms of build quality, speed of delivery, construction health 

and safety, energy-in-use, whole-life carbon footprint, and reduced transport pollution. 

 

The se to s positi e o t i utio  is ot li ited to the p odu tio  a d pe fo a e e efits 

alone. OSM homes are now a viable alternative for any potential development site, at a 

range of densities that can adapt to a range of local priorities. 

 

The report, which is recommended for inclusion in the EiP library, found a number of 

features of OSM that make it particularly suitable for London.  These include: 

• OSM is lighter and requires considerably less obtrusive foundation preparations which 

often makes it the only viable solution for housing on sites constrained by sub-surface 

infrastructure; 

• Small and infill sites become viable, with less impact on residents; 

• OSM is suited to intensification and increasing density; 

• OSM can provide temporary uses on stalled sites and it can be moved to other sites 

while more permanent uses are being worked up (see the example of PLACE Ladywell 

referred to in the report); 

• OSM delivers superior energy performance and has a major contribution to reducing 

fuel poverty; and, 

• OSM is particularly suitable for rented accommodation as reduced construction time 

means homes are occupied sooner, and rents begin to flow quicker.  It therefore lends 

itself to mixed use and temporary accommodation. 

 

It is now increasingly recognised that aspirations to ramp up housing delivery to the levels 

Government and the Mayor believe are necessary appears to be physically impossible using 

traditional methods.   

 

While ot a pa a ea fo  Lo do s housi g isis, OSM ill e iti al i  idgi g the gap 
between the numbers of new homes the traditional construction industry can deliver and 

the level of housing need that is anticipated in the next twenty years.  

 

It ould also help ta kle Lo do s lo g sta di g st ategi  p io ities – for example the need to 

deliver affordable housing quickly, meet carbon reduction targets, tackle fuel poverty, and 

unlock stalled, difficult to develop or currently unviable sites. 

 

There is welcome evidence that boroughs are beginning to realise the opportunities for 

OSM to deliver much needed housing.  The Housing Committee heard in September 20184 

of a recently set up pan-London collaborative vehicle, to deliver OSM temporary 

accommodation through a number of boroughs working together, it is funded through the 

Mayo s I o atio  Fu d.  

                                                 
4 www.london.gov.uk/moderngov/documents/b17420/Appendix%201%20-
%20Transcript%20of%20Agenda%20Item%205%20-%20Housing%20Delivery%20Vehicles%20Tuesday%2004-
Sep-2018%2010.00%20Hou.pdf?T=9   
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